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 SERVER DATADA AATTA WALL MOUANTED OPEN OUTDOOR

INFRASTONE
CABINETS

UNLIMITED USAGE

INFRASTONE

Optimize cable and thermal management 
for improved network availability with scalable, 
high-capacity solutions that protect, 
manage and showcase your network investment 
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INFRASTONE
BCS CABINET & ENCLOSURE

INFRASTONE®

BSC cabinet includes numerous features that will  
save time and increase the installation options for the  
user. , Supplied fully assembled as standard with transit
castors and adjustable feet. If you' re uncertain
utilize our expertise and recommendations until you
reconfident you have exactly what you need! We will  
build , paint, and configure your server cabinet to your  
exact specification and ship it to directly to you .  

Products Description

front and back
size label

big fans
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Fectures and benefits

- Exquisite design with precise dimension and craftsmanship.

- Frame is made of nine style and high quality special

materials. It has a firm structure and can bear large weight.

- Meet the requirement of ANSVEIARS-310-D , DIN41491:PART1

Surface Finish: Degreasing , Phosphoric , Powder coat.

- U markings Clear U markings on mounting rails 

to aide in space planning and installation

- Good ventilation and heat dispersing.

- User can add the cable fixtures accordingly.

Powder coated to protect against rust, oxidization ,

- scratches , lacquer peeling , strong acid and alkali erosion.

- Flexible vertical rail' S thickness must up to 2mm.

- Framework using high strength steel with a 800kg

weight capacity.

- Rack's side panel can be easily assembled and disassembled

from the outside without using any tools.

- Screw-less appearance for a smooth and clean look.

- It has been widely applied in the field of computer data

network , page , wiring , Pa broadcasting , soundtrack

system , subway train.
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Part No Capacity/U Width/mm
Option

Depth/mm
Option

Height/mm Volume/CBM
Width/m Depth/m Height/m

Carton measurement

BSC-U SIZE-WD

18U

22U

27U

32U

37U

42U

47U

988

1166

1388

1610

1833

2055

2277

0.40

0.48

0.56

0.65

0.74

0.83

  0.91

1.02

1.20

 1.42

1.64

 1.86

2.08

  2.30

600

800

960

1000

 0.63 0.63600

800

ORDER INFORMATION
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A-A Section (1.5:1) 

BackSideFrontFront( without front door)
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高
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71.9533
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Mounting dimension

9.5X9.5

1, top cover
2, mounting rail
3, mounting angle
4, snap lock
5, tempered glass front door
6, castors
7, frame
8, side
9, lock
10, steel casement door 
11, bottom plate
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The ceiling fan ensure the cabinets
.inhale and discharge enough air

(The door(front, rear and side
can be easily dismantled Nine style and high

quality special materials




